Convertible Bonds…Feed the Ducks

Convertible bonds (CBs) represent an exciting but often neglected section of the fixed income markets.
Companies raise capital to fund growth, acquisitions or operations largely through two options: equity or debt
and in certain situations a hybrid, convertible notes. While there are gives and takes to all external financing
sources, as capital is a scarce resource, companies must choose the source that makes the most financial
sense for the company and shareholders.
We’d argue that right now companies might have the greatest opportunity to raise capital in the convertible
space at borderline ludicrous levels coming at practically no cost. Although we don’t consider investing a zerosum game, what’s good for one party (the company) in this situation is likely bad for the other (the investor).
Why Companies issue Convertible Notes

Source: Bloomberg as of 12/31/20




Lower interest rates on debt– investors accept lower yields for potential equity upside
Delay share dilution – interest expense is tax deductible in the near term and dilution is delayed as
the company (hopefully) grows net income and its share price over the life of the CB.
Ability to force conversion and redeem the bond in the event share prices move higher or interest
rates fall, and they can reissue at better terms (companies typically have a call feature)
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Convertible securities offer a hybrid exposure that pair a bond with an equity kicker which can help participate
in equity market upside while potentially offering some downside protection due to the bond like
characteristics. The convertible structure can generally be simplified to the graphic below:

Typically, a convertible security is a bond that can be exchanged or converted into a specific number of shares
of the issuer’s common stock. The conversion ratio is set at issuance and can typically be exercised by the
holder.
Recent Performance
Convertible Bonds experienced an incredible 2020 and start to 2021. The Bloomberg Convertible Index
outperformed both the S&P 500 and Nasdaq indices in 2020. We can’t mention CB’s without highlighting
Tesla which attributed approximately half of the 2020 convertible bond index return in 2020. The Bloomberg
Convertible Index is off to a hot start in 2021, up over 10% through 2/16/21.
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Convertibles In Action

Source: Blackrock (ICVT Factsheet)

Where this gets Worrisome

Source: BofA Global Research as of January,2021
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Many non-earning, ultra-growth companies have utilized the convertible market to take advantage of cheap
financing and generous terms, and in recent times no interest costs. While zero or low interest rates have
been common here recently, conversion premiums have increased substantially. The conversion premium
refers to the appreciation required of the equity price in order for the investor to turn a profit. The higher the
conversion premium, the greater the upside required to make money.
Convertibles in Investors' Portfolios
Breaking out the top holdings in the iShares Convertible Bond ETF (ticker: ICVT), there is significant
concentration risk to high growth, non-earners. The top 11 holdings in ICVT make up over 17% of the fund.
New ICVT investors are likely getting a different risk/ return profile than expected as many of the underlying
holdings are trading significantly above the original conversion price. We believe this essentially gives
investors a 1:1 long position on the underlying holdings with minimal downside protection in place.

Source: Aptus Research as of: 2/12/21
Where this gets more concerning is the aggressiveness of pricing on the new issue market as companies flood
the market with new issues at what we view as unfavorable pricing. For instance, Peloton’s new
oversubscribed $875 million convertible deal came at a 65% conversion premium to the current equity price
while paying no interest (0% coupon). These terms are nearly double the average conversion premium of 34%.

Source: Aptus Research as of: 2/12/21
** Potential downside assumes Peloton is still in business and the equity price isn’t above the conversion price
of $239.23 would be a return of Par Value at 2026 Maturity with no interest (0% coupon). There would be a
loss of principal in this case the investor paid over Par for these securities.
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Simply put, if purchased at new issue and Peloton stock doesn’t rise above $239.2344 over the next 5 years,
the investors best case is a return of principal with no interest attached. Talk about the potential for significant
opportunity cost.

Source: Bloomberg as of 2/15/21
Given the convertibles are now trading at a premium to par ($110), the stock price must rise even higher to
above $263 in order for investors to just breakeven. Again, to simplify, investors are paying $110 for something
currently worth $65, a 70% premium. To break this down further, because the investor gets the certainty of
getting back the original par value of the note (unless default, of course), they give up all participation in
Peloton’s upside between the current market price of $155 and $263. Stated again, Peloton’s stock price must
appreciate by over 70% before maturity in 2026 for these notes to move into the money.

A Peek Back to the DotCom Bubble

Source: Bloomberg
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While we aren’t calling today's market a bubble, this isn’t the first time we’ve seen convertible bonds appear
to get frothy. Over a two-year span from September 1998 through September 2000, the Virtus AllianzGI
Convertible Fund (ticker: ANNPX) returned 103.43%. The following two years September 2000 through
September 2002, the fund declined by nearly 40%. Keep in mind the fund was also yielding over 3% during
the timeframe, substantially higher than the 0.69% currently.
Conclusion
While the new issue Peloton deal highlighted above is just one example, we’d consider extremely unfriendly
to investors; we believe there are several signs emerging within the convertible market that show exuberance.
When equity prices rise drastically, convertible bonds look more like their equity counterpart to the upside…
but keep in mind they will also show similar equity-like volatility to the downside.

While we believe convertible bonds can add unique return profiles to investor portfolios, the timing and
valuations are paramount. We actually recommend investors consider layering in convertible exposures after
a deep market decline where the bond characteristics can help buffer further losses. We also believe
companies are more susceptible to issue deals at favorable rates in periods of distress as volatility spikes –
volatility is a key ingredient to the pricing of the equity kicker within convertible bonds.
Adding convertibles to allocations during times of market turmoil can position investors to clip income and
potentially capture equity market upside as the market recovers while also incorporating minimized
downside. The graphic above shows that convertibles tend to have favorable return to risk metrics during a
recovery phase.
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And that leads to our final point: context, valuation and timing are everything. Right now, given the backdrop
of the convertible sector from a pricing perspective, we believe investors utilizing convertibles exposures in
their portfolios, specifically in lieu of traditional fixed income, could be injecting significant risk into their
clients’ portfolio.
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